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MasterCassette
Electrical infrared non-contact drying solution for the coating and converting industries

You can trust our know-how.  More than 1,000 systems have been 
installed worldwide of which 60% come from repeat orders with existing 
customers.

We offer you a complete product range for non-contact drying including 
gas and electrical infrared.

Our application engineering services are at your disposal to define the 
best solution in terms of drying quality, efficiency and investment costs.

We have local service teams available in Brazil, China, Finland, France, 
Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Sweden and USA.

http://infrared-drying.bekaert.com

Benefit from our services to the 
coating and converting industries

Minimize your operating costs and increase your production capacity
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Bekaert MasterCassette is an electri-
cal infrared drying solution. The 
system consists of unique reflectors 
and an electrical power control 
system, which ensure highest energy 
efficiency to your installation. Com-
bined with superior lifetime infrared 
lamps, your operating costs are 
minimized.

Thanks to high power density infra-
red cassettes, Bekaert offers you 
the flexibility to choose the installed 
power according to your needs and 
define the best drying process to 
increase your production capacity.

Minimize your 
operating costs 
and increase 
your production 
capacity

Bekaert MasterCassette is a high power density electrical infrared dryer 
built in a stable aluminium frame.

Hantermann - Germany 

Ink drying on napkins in a flexo 

printing machine

61,5 MBtu/h

Auerswalde - Germany

Intermediate and final drying in a flexo 

printing machine

184,4 MBtu/h and 276,6 MBtu/h

SSAB - Sweden

Glue preheating 

1475,4 MBtu/h

Dalaker Kunststoffmaschinen - 

Czech Republic

Glue drying on plastic foil  

614,7 MBtu/h

Minimize your operating costs

Bekaert MasterCassette provides the highest energy efficiency to your 
installation by the use of golden reflectors. Those reflectors, for each 
infrared lamp, direct the heat to your product. Thanks to their unique 
shape and their gold surface, the energy is focused where required and 
therefore the efficiency is maximized. 

By the use of quick start/stop and heat controllability, your energy costs 
are minimized. Drying width can be adjusted according to the web width. 
Therefore, energy is consumed only when and where you need it, always 
at the optimal level. 

Your maintenance costs are also reduced thanks to our high standard 
components that are designed and used in Bekaert drying solutions. The 
lifetime of infrared lamps is more than 15,000 hours, you can therefore 
keep your operation at optimal level with a minimum maintenance shut-
down.

Increase your production capacity 

Bekaert provides high power density infrared cassettes to increase your 
production capacity. MasterCassette is specially designed for space 
limited machines. It offers the flexibility to choose the installed power 
according to your needs and define the best drying process to increase 
your production capacity.

Additional Benefits

Improve your drying quality

Bekaert drying solutions bring the highest drying quality to your products 
thanks to their unique features. Power can be regulated from 0 to 100%, which 
avoids under or overheating of your product. You can connect the system into 
line automation or by temperature measurement in order to optimize the 
power during the operation.  

Easy to fit in your installation

Thanks to the compactness of infrared cassettes, they easily fit in your instal-
lation and only require a small space.

Bekaert MasterCassette for 
non-contact drying in coating 
and converting applications

Electrical power control system

Bekaert MasterCassette is delivered with an electrical power control 
system with the following functions:

- stepless, power control from 0 to 100%,
- cross machine drying width control,
- power set point from line automation or regulated by speed or 
  temperature,
- power interlocking system to secure safe operation.

Electrical and control systems are designed according to EN 60204, IEC 
204 and UL 499 standards. Systems can be connected into different 
voltages from 400V to 690V.

Standard dimensions

Bekaert MasterCassette has two different dimensions based on the 
installed power you need and the space availability. It can also offer 
different options for your process, such as protection glasses, air knives 
and external fans.

Bekaert MasterCassette 


